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 Imagine you are a student, it’s a dark and damp rainy Seattle night...you are tired from studying all 
week and are hurrying to get home. You step out into an ordinary crosswalk at the corner of a sharp bend in 
the road. A car swerves to avoid you, as you are nearly invisible in the darkness. This story and many like it 
show the importance and necessity of safer crosswalks. Our project idea stems from this need and desire to 
make commuting by foot, bike, bus, or car as safe as possible.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This project draws on interdisciplinary expertise and creativity in developing luminaire speed 
bumps powered by solar energy to sustainably and innovatively improve safety at the University of 
Washington (UW) Seattle Campus. Ultimately, we want to implement the highest performing prototype 
to the most trafficked, least illuminated paths on campus to keep students, faculty, and staff safe. 
Addressing the UW’s Campus Landscape Framework objective of creating connections across the 
“mosaic” of the Central Campus, this prototype will improve circulation through an iconic landscape, 
create a unique experience, increase safety, and create opportunities for collaboration between 
students and industry partners. 

A hybrid solar system, meaning a system that can be both off-grid and grid-tied depending on 
conditions and need, will be used to power luminaires embedded in a temporary, modular speed 
bump. This reliably improves safety and visibility without permanently changing roadways. The 
modular configuration also facilitates maintenance and flexibility.

These speed bumps would be located at different points of the Burke Gilman trail so when feet, 
wheelchairs, or bicycles pass over them a sensor will be triggered and spot illumination will be 
delivered almost instantly. The greatest load to pass over these speed bumps will be small campus 
vehicles, materials will be selected based on their load carrying capacity.
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PRECEDENTS

Image: MCA Denver Rooftop skylight/walkway (Left: View of the glass walkway illuminated from 
below at dusk, courtesy of Davis Partnership Architects; Right: Surface detail of glazing, courtesy of  
https://hiveminer.com/Tags/davidadjaye%2Cwood/Recent)
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DESIGN

How does our design differ from the precedents? Our proposed system is adaptable, low-impact and 
doesn’t require intensive, costly street redesign like similar products from Umbrellium or PaveGen. 
LumiStars IRWL utilizes blinking lights, which pose threats for individuals with seizure disorders. 
 
The prototype will be 5’ in length (direction along which someone walks) by 3’ wide by approximately 
5” deep. The prototype is modular, so different sections can come out without disturbing the integrity 
of the system and without costing large sums of money. The module LEDs are 1’ in length by 1.5’ 
width panels with 5 by 7 arrays, totaling 144 arrays and 5,040 individual LED lights per strip (x4, 
totaling 20,160 lights for the whole panel).
 
Each one of these panels sits above 4 load cells near the corners of the strip platform to ensure 
complete coverage of a person’s foot. Each strip consists of two 1’ length by 1.5’ width side by side to 
cover a 1’ long by 3’ wide strip across the whole prototype. 
 
Within each strip, either side of the strip can be activated by weight, the control panel computer will 
light up all 144 arrays. We made the gap between each strip to be 4” to allow for a foot to activate the 
strip regardless how or where a person steps. So it looks like: walking across 1’ is a strip, then a 4” 
gap, another 1’ strip, totaling 4 strips, and 32 load cells.
 
The brightness levels will need to be played with to find the optimal brightness for different levels of 
darkness. The angle of the light will also need to be tweaked and worked with to address both up 
close pedestrians, bikers, and cars and farther away of the previously mentioned.
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UPPER LEFT: PLAN VIEW OF CROSSWALK WITH 4 STRIPS OF LED ARRAYS
UPPER RIGHT: ZOOMED PLAN VIEW OF 1 STRIP OF LED ARRAYS

ABOVE: SPEED BUMP CROSSWALK LED MODULE

DESIGN COMPONENTS
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PLASTIC SHEET OF 
POLYCARBONATE PLASTIC

STRUCTURAL GLASS WITH 
RECYCLED ALUMINIUM 
FRAMING

LED ARRAYS IN PLASTIC

LOAD CELLS

ELECTRICAL WIRING

BOTTOM OF FRAMING

Exploded Axon of Prototype Layers

ABOVE: SECITON OF LAYERED MATERIALS
(1” Structural Glass, 0.33” LED Arrays, 1.5” load cells, 0.33” plastic sheet, 1” electrical wiring, 1” bottom of frame, 
EQUALING 5.16”)



SUSTAINABLE IMPACT

The UW campus has some paths where students feel unsafe at night due to poor lighting. 
Furthermore, due to Seattle’s weather and geographic location, it is often dark during key commuting 
hours. Campus safety for pedestrians is particularly important as many students, at UW and other 
colleges, choose walking as their primary mode of transit. Lack of safety in areas of high traffic, 
mixed-mode transportation can not only lead to physical injuries, but potentially a culture of distrust 
and fear detrimental to a sense of community or an atmosphere of solidarity.
 
From a broader perspective, implementing adequate lighting infrastructure can be difficult in 
marginalized, low income, or rural communities since the costs of streetlight hardware, connection to 
the grid, and maintenance are often prohibitive. The expense of car ownership leads more people to 
walk or bike across longer distances, making safe crosswalks even more vital. Additionally, electricity 
from the grid can come from non-renewable sources, such as coal or natural, and it can be difficult for 
a local community to find an option for their street lighting that is powered by renewable energy.

ADDRESSING SUSTAINABILITY 
 
The utilization of LED technology results in greater longevity and energy efficiency, with less energy 
loss to heat, than other sources of light- providing adequate lighting for users without dramatically 
disrupting surrounding ecosystems. The lighting technology will harvest and store its own energy, 
releasing fewer greenhouse gases than coal-powered electric grids. The lighting system has the 
capability to rely on the grid in the event of solar power failure. The controller will need to rely on 
external power, which for the time being is grid-tied.
 
This prototype will also address the social/cultural sustainability aspects of road safety. Currently, 
the impacts of a night time accident are disproportionately higher for pedestrians than for drivers or 
cyclists. By creating better lighting at crosswalks, safety is improved in a more equitable fashion, 
regardless of transportation choice.
 
Accompanying this technology is the need for education and training on its maintenance and benefits. 
This would allow open dialogue and information exchange, empowering communities and allowing 
the technology to be culturally relevant.

Finally, while this project’s focus is to increase safe mobility, it will do so while ensuring environmental 
safety. In selecting products and materials, we will make our best efforts to exclude “Red Listed” 
materials. The Red List was developed by the International Living Futures Institute and catalogues 
chemicals known to have hazardous effects on human, animal, and environmental health, e.g. lead, 
BPA, cadmium, mercury, etc. We will consider the potential for off-gassing, leaching, or leaking when 
we develop the component. Toxicity is a great concern to the project team, and safeguarding against 
it for all direct and indirect users is essential.

METRICS AND IMPACT MEASUREMENT

This project will make use of a tool that is often used in sustainability evaluation: triple bottom-line 
analysis. The project will be examined according to its environmental impacts, its social impacts, and 
its economic impacts. 
 
The main environmental targets of this project included reducing GHGs through alternative 
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energy; consequently, we would like to estimate the decrease in GHGs caused by switching from 
a conventionally powered electrical to the new technology as closely as possible using available 
research. The prototype will be evaluated to see its positive benefits.The average monthly energy 
usage will also be calculated along with the efficiency and life span of the prototypes. Another key 
environmental indicator that will be measured is light output (in lux). The light output will then be used 
to determine the extent to which the prototypes reduce light pollution and to ensure that the light 
provided is not overly disruptive of animal habitat.
 
For the second portion of the triple bottom line analysis, a number of social indicators will be 
examined. We hope to conduct a survey pre- and post- prototype installation to ask students how 
safe they feel at the test locations and which mode of transport they use. This survey will be useful 
in prototype refinement and in ensuring that pedestrians, bicyclists, and motorists all feel safe at the 
installation locations. We will also measure the number of accidents at the prototype sites to further 
evaluate safety, with a particular emphasis on pedestrians.
 
The economic impacts and economic sustainability of this project are vital, as the technology will 
hopefully be used both at UW, in Seattle, and in more marginalized communities. The costs to build 
and maintain the prototypes will be evaluated with an eye towards making the technology as cheap 
as possible while still maintaining quality and functionality.

EDUCATION AND OUTREACH
 
Behavior change: Providing luminous circulation and connection throughout the UW campus, 
regardless of weather conditions or damage to the grid, will likely help pedestrians feel more secure 
and independent, while cyclists and drivers will be alerted to movement around them. 

Outreach: This project will provide the student team first-hand experience in product development, 
fabrication, and prototype testing (before proceeding down the implementation route). It will support 
the efforts of the university to improve the campus’ experiential qualities; update, control, and 
maintain campus lighting; and ensuring that campus users feel safe. As a team we have done 
individual, department, and mass outreach (not only to find more students to participate on our team, 
but also to bring awareness to this new safety approach). We have sent out advertisements for more 
team members to the Graduate and Professional Student Senate (GPSS), Associated Students 
of the University of Washington (ASUW), the Mechanical Engineering Department, the Electrical 
Engineering Department, Applied Math Department, Civil Engineering Department, Construction 
Management Department, Computer Science Department, Materials Sciences Department, 
Architecture Department, Urban Planning: Transportation Planning, and the Landscape Architecture 
Department. 

Education: Students will be exposed to unprecedented sustainable technology applications and the 
learning opportunities that come with its operation. Additionally, the larger UW community will act as a 
testing ground for revolutionary infrastructure. The system will need to be inspected and maintained, 
this too will provide data collection and technology optimization opportunities. This project also builds 
on the Campus Illumination Roadmap previously supported by Campus Sustainability Fund, and 
could be included in their research. 
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STUDENT INVOLVEMENT
 
We are advocating for student involvement at every point and every level of the project. It is a student 
run team that is designing for students. We are inclusive, always willing to include other disciplines 
and expertise. Additionally, we envision the long-term management and maintenance of this project to 
be conducted and funded by the work of a future student team. There is potential for this to be carried 
out in an interdisciplinary studio similar to the McKinnely Futures Studio offered by the College of Built 
Environments.
 
At this stage of the project, we are looking for undergraduates and graduates that are interested 
in the development and prototyping of the project (see outreach section above). Though, we are 
a team predominantly of graduate students and PhD students, we offer a unique opportunity for 
undergraduates. If we were to have interested undergraduates in the fields mentioned in the previous 
section on Outreach, we would offer a mentorship component to the project, especially if they are 
at the beginning of their university experience. We would then benefit from a fresh perspective and 
they from experience. We are hoping to foster relationships with UW Solar and Engineers Without 
Borders.  In this way, we are truly inclusive.
 
In terms of affecting students, faculty, and staff at the University of Washington, as previously 
mentioned, this project will increase safety and awareness of pedestrians at crosswalks. This is a 
large issue with a large rippling effect of behavior change. We want our campus to be as safe as 
possible.
 

ACCOUNTABILITY AND FEASIBILITY 
 
The project team would engage with the Office of the University Architect, the Campus Engineering 
and Operations Office, and UW Faculty from the College of Built Environments. There is also 
potential for engagement with Seattle City Light as well (though UW isn’t required to have City 
approval because UW has power over its own road and traffic laws).
 
Originally we were hoping to utilize kinetic energy, but the technology at this point is cost-prohibited 
(need closer to $100,000 to create a prototype) and further investigation would be needed. However, 
we are still interested in the technology and if the Amazon Catalyst award is received, we will be 
looking at adding this technology. 

Funding from CSF would be invested in developing a prototype with add-ons to our product. The 
project team would fabricate as many components as possible with the possibility of reaching out 
to local manufacturers for product donations. With any prototype process, we can plan, research, 
and prepare as much as possible, but we do need some room to tinker and try different possibilities, 
which is why consulting professionals and having complete support for prototyping from the Facilities 
Engineering Services and Chris Meek’s Integrated Design Lab is imperative. We are also interested 
in developing a relationship with the Clean Energy Institute.

We have reached out to all the affected departments if the prototype were to be implemented and 
have received full support from several (for the April 15th deadline, still waiting to hear from some): 
UW Facilities (Norm Mentor)-have not received contact; UW Landscape Architecture (Kristine 
Kenney)-have not received contact; Environmental Health and Safety (Natalie Daranyi)-deliberating 
on approval; Campus Engineering Services (Joanna Pang, though Joe Cook will be our primary 
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contact and advisor)-have received approval; UW Integrated Design Lab (Chris Meek)-have received 
approval; and CoMotion (Magali Eaton)-deliberating on approval.

We understand the complexity of this project in terms of building, road, environmental and safety 
codes, ADA compliance, electrical systems, etc. We also want to emphasize that this is a prototype 
with the potential for implementation down the road.

We also have the full support of the Landscape Architecture Department for contact and funds 
distribution.

Once approved, we will reach out to the Campus Design Review Board and the Grounds 
Improvement Advisory Committee to review design aesthetics, signage, and other concerns they may 
have. 
 
Core Team Members
We are an unlikely group of masters and PhD students working together to improve a much needed 
area on the campus. We have greatly enjoyed working together. Each of us have learned much 
about cross-disciplinary work, time management, public speaking, pitching, engineering, codes, 
and budgeting. We think projects like ours, though complex with many stakeholders and important 
players, is cutting-edge and a great opportunity to work cross-campus to achieve a common goal.
 
Janie Bube, Master of Landscape Architecture 
Emilia Cabeza de Baca, Master of Architecture 
Arman Rahimzamani, PhD in Electrical Engineering 
Martha Hart, Masters of Urban Planning
 
Consultants
Chris Meek of Integrated Design Lab (project partner)
Sadra Fardhosseini, PhD in Construction Management
Benjamin Chasnov, PhD Electrical Engineering
Facilities Engineering Services Department
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ADDRESSING DEPARTMENT CONCERNS

After speaking with the Facilities Engineering Services Department and the Environmental Health and 
Safety Department, these are the following concerns that they want us to address:

• Make sure that the prototype is compliant with ADA (addressing visual and physical needs)
 The prototype will have a low pitch that is ADA compliant, so that it does not impede people  
 in wheelchairs or using canes. The glass will be etched, so it is slip resistant. The edges will be  
 textured to show boundary and be slip resistant.

• Maintenance
 The system is comprised of interlocking modules that can be removed and easily replaced  
 if any problems. The Engineering Services Department mentioned that UW Facilities would be  
 in charge of maintaining these modules. *We will of course address this during our meeting  
 with UW Facilities.
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Project Timeline 
 
Task Timeline 

CSF Proposal Submitted April 15th 

CSF Award Notification Late May 

Procuring needed elements (including (to 
fostering connections and support local 
environmentally friendly vendors) 

Completed once award notification, as late as 
late June 

Start prototyping/creating in 
lab/troubleshooting 

July to September   

Testing September to November (testing inside for 
controlled environments, outside for real 
weather elements and fairing, people and 
vehicular testing) 
(Work with Engineering Facilities to find their 
desired location to test on-site) 

Analyze Results November to January 

Evaluate plausibility  Winter of 2020 

Gather campus stakeholders, city 
stakeholders, companies, etc. for 
implementation 

Spring of 2020 

 
	



• Isolation of power
 Voltage will between 24-50 V. Ideally, we will not need to isolate the power source. However, if   
 the voltage does exceed 50 we will work with the necessary campus departments and people   
 to find the safest and most feasible solutions.
 
• Toxicity of materials
 We will be using red list compliant materials, meaning that we are avoiding chemicals that are   
 known for having dramatic health hazards for people or the environment (heavy metals, lead,   
 and certain types of plastic). See sustainability section (page 6-7) for more details. 

• Road codes/building codes
 If approved for prototyping, we will work with necessary departments and people to be    
 compliant when at the implementation stage.

• Solar
 Originally we were hoping to utilize kinetic energy, but the technology at this point is 
 cost-prohibited (need closer to $100,000 to create a prototype) and further investigation  would   
 be needed. However, we are still interested in the technology and if the Amazon Catalyst   
 award is received, we will be looking at adding this technology. Regarding solar, we are 
 aware of its environmental concerns, but we will be working with Engineers Without Borders,   
 UW Solar, Integrated Design Lab, and other necessary departments and people to make it the   
 safest it can be for both the environment and people.

• Implementation
 Though this prototype is not designed to be implemented as is, the technology we are    
 looking at has the overarching goal to be used for a full-scale implementable prototype. Talking  
 with Engineering Services, they thought of some locations on East campus either on the Burke  
 Gilman Trail (no cars to first test with people and bikes) or on Mason Road near the bridge   
 over to the IMA. We will first be testing the prototype we designed in a controlled environment.

FUNDING
 
In addition to applying for the amount of $28,100.11 from the Campus Sustainability Fund as our 
primary source of funding, we will be applying for the Amazon Catalyst competition for $10,000 
and the Cascadia CleanTech Accelerator Program. The Cascadia CleanTech Accelerator program, 
which has been recommended by Kyle McDermott and Sidney Orr is a program that helps cleantech 
systems advance in their business models and ideas. This program costs $775 per team, which 
the options of funding after the program is completed. Below is a quick table for funding estimation. 
Please review the complete table with links and details at the end of the document. The size of our 
prototype is 5’ by 3’ by 5” (depth could be as little as 4” or as tall as 6”).
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Item Name Low Price High Price 

Load Cells  X24 at $138 each=Total 
$3,312 

X32 at $138 each=Total $4,416 

LED arrays $12 (x144 *to have extra 
just in case of 
malfunctioning or bad 
strips) = totals $1,728 

(Factor for breakages, totalling 
106)= Total $3,000  

Controller unit $100 
 

Starting at $1100 
 

Power Relay Unit $25 Same 

Wiring/Circuitry $200 total $300 

PhotoCell $10 $20 

Solar Panels (x2) $189 x 2= Total $378 
 
 

$370 x 2= Total $740 
 

Battery $155 
 

$200 
 

Energy source 
switch 

Negligible $50 

Thermal Cameras 
(x2) 

$50 each Starting at $1000 each 

Structural Glass (15 
square feet x 2) 

$100 per square foot x 
30ft= Total $3,000 

*Depends on thickness, finish, and 
donation from vendor (need proof 
of University support and funding 
before asking) (low+$500) 

Etching for ADA 
compliant glass 

$5 per square foot x 30ft= 
$150 

$60+ per square foot (we want to 
support local glass etchers, so 
price is a little higher)=$1,500 

Misc. $1,000 $3,000 

Cascadia 
CleanTech 
Accelerator 
program 

$775 Same 

FUNDING 12
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ELETRICAL SYSTEM SCHEMATIC WITH ADD-ONS
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Item Name Description Low Price High Price

Load Cells Detectors of the weight 
of the pedestrians, 
sending the signal to 
the controller unit.

X24 $138 each X32 at $138
Same

LED Arrays Main light-emitting units 
of our system

$12 (x144 *to have 
extra just in case of 
malfunctioning or bad 
strips) = totals $1,728

Factor for breakages, 
totalling 106)= Total 
$3,000

Controller Unit The controller unit is 
the central controlling 
unit of the electrical 
system, and is the sole 
intelligent part. It can 
be anything between 
a small FPGA/micro-
controller and small 
versatile computer (e.g. 
a PC).

$100 Starting at $1100

Power Relay Unit A simple power switch 
activated by an electri-
cal signal from PC

$25 Same

Wiring/Circuitry - $200 total $300 total

Plastic Sheet 
Polycarbonate Clear

Protects the electrical 
components

X5 at $67.73+ shipping 
(totaling $338.65)

X7 at $67.73 + shipping 
(totaling $474.11)

BUDGET BREAKDOWN: REQUIRED AND ADD-ONS

Basic Design: The LED-lighted crosswalk 
This is the most basic design for the crosswalk, which is going to turn on the LED arrays installed on 
the crosswalk once a pedestrian is detected standing on the load cells.   

 
.    
 
	

 
 
.    
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https://www.ato.com/tension-and-compression-load-cell-1kg-to-200kg?affiliate=load-cell&gclid=CjwKCAjwv6blBRBzEiwAihbM-bDncgHRWOlm44h9uKjP2DgIcq26NRgzNy2JKb19rvT48uZJZksWoBoCZVYQAvD_BwE
https://www.ebay.com/itm/QTY-10-LED-DOT-MATRIX-35-SEGMENT-5-X-7-ARRAY-RED-GREEN-ARDUINO-HOBBY-ELECTRONIC-/173380146389
https://www.ebay.com/itm/QTY-10-LED-DOT-MATRIX-35-SEGMENT-5-X-7-ARRAY-RED-GREEN-ARDUINO-HOBBY-ELECTRONIC-/173380146389
https://www.ebay.com/itm/QTY-10-LED-DOT-MATRIX-35-SEGMENT-5-X-7-ARRAY-RED-GREEN-ARDUINO-HOBBY-ELECTRONIC-/173380146389
https://www.ebay.com/itm/QTY-10-LED-DOT-MATRIX-35-SEGMENT-5-X-7-ARRAY-RED-GREEN-ARDUINO-HOBBY-ELECTRONIC-/173380146389
https://www.amazon.com/Windows-Intel-x5-Z8350-Graphics-Z8350/dp/B07GT6SBP6/ref=asc_df_B07GT6SBP6/?tag=hyprod-20&linkCode=df0&hvadid=309779531175&hvpos=1o5&hvnetw=g&hvrand=9515683849451834817&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvqmt=&hvdev=c&hvdvcmdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=9033309&hvtargid=pla-570612974793&psc=1&tag=&ref=&adgrpid=62412137260&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvadid=309779531175&hvpos=1o5&hvnetw=g&hvrand=9515683849451834817&hvqmt=&hvdev=c&hvdvcmdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=9033309&hvtargid=pla-570612974793
https://www.dell.com/en-us/work/shop/cty/pdp/spd/poweredge-r730/pe_r730_1356?mkwid=scapcclbD&pcrid=233330622628&pkw=&pmt=&pdv=c&slid=&product=PE_R730_1356&pgrid=49180367512&ptaid=aud-340180440141:pla-325425753764&VEN1=scapcclbD,233330622628,901q5c14135,c,,PE_R730_1356,49180367512,aud-340180440141:pla-325425753764&VEN2=,&&dgc=st&dgseg=bsd&acd=12309152537501410&cid=307410&st=&gclid=Cj0KCQjwtMvlBRDmARIsAEoQ8zQXD2O8w3T9zi1TNxvBRfsqNhI_9MIIVmFIkqnqZe1pT49NjXByguUaAhI7EALw_wcB&lid=5968236&ptaid=aud-340180440141%3Apla-325425753764&VEN1=scapcclbD%2C233330622628%2C901q5c14135%2Cc%2C%2CPE_R730_1356%2C49180367512%2Caud-340180440141%3Apla-325425753764&VEN2=%2C&pgrid=49180367512&dgc=st&dgseg=so&acd=12309152537501410&VEN3=810604441411174993
https://www.alliedelec.com/product/sensata-crydom/dc60s3/70131365/?gclid=Cj0KCQjw4qvlBRDiARIsAHme6osbRkptQyCsW-t5u4I3R9ZTfE4eH8x5y9R04Y8_ClQInoBkR5EG55kaAuWoEALw_wcB&gclsrc=aw.ds
https://www.onlinemetals.com/en/buy/plastic/plastic-sheet-polycarbonate-clear/pid/7457?CAWELAID=120293320000163067&CATARGETID=120293320000283597&CADevice=c&gclid=Cj0KCQjw19DlBRCSARIsAOnfReiL346wktPkVNIJmcGTUx1JbMsnA9mi4vH5L5B8ay5CBEXYcuJg6ZEaAqDSEALw_wcB
https://www.onlinemetals.com/en/buy/plastic/plastic-sheet-polycarbonate-clear/pid/7457?CAWELAID=120293320000163067&CATARGETID=120293320000283597&CADevice=c&gclid=Cj0KCQjw19DlBRCSARIsAOnfReiL346wktPkVNIJmcGTUx1JbMsnA9mi4vH5L5B8ay5CBEXYcuJg6ZEaAqDSEALw_wcB


Add-on 1: Smart activation based on daylight
As an extension to our system, we can augment our design such that the panel only activates when 
there’s not sufficient light (e.g. it’s night time or it’s cloudy). So we add a PhotoCell to our system 
to measure the environment’s light and transmit the signal to the controller unit. Then it will decide 
whether to activate the panels or not.

Item Name Description Low Price High Price

PhotoCell The photocell detects 
the daylight sigan and 
sends it to the comput-
er. Thus it will turn the 
LEDs on only during 
the night time or cloudy 
weather.

Negligible $20

Add-on 2: Energy harvesting/storage from the sunlight 
This add-on actually gives us a thrust to go eco-friendly by generating electricity from sunlight and 
store it to be used anytime available. (Please be advised that the controlling unit will still be powered 
from city electricity for reliability reasons, and will have its own UPS unit).

Item Name Description Low Price High Price

Solar Panels The panels to absorb 
sunlight and convert it 
to the electrical ener-
gy to be stored in the 
batteries.

$189 $370

Battery The energy storage $155 $200

Energy source switch A computer controlled 
switch for switching 
between battery/city

Negligible $50

Add-on 3: Smart control instead/complement to pressure sensing system
This add-on makes our system smarter, in which we are going to detect people via Thermal cameras 
instead of / in addition to the load cells. The cameras will be connected to the computer system and 
the images from them will be processed, and will help the computer decide to turn the LEDs on or off.

Item Name Description Low Price High Price

Thermal Cameras (x2) Thermal cameras to 
detect people through 
thermal radiation

$50 each Starting at $1000 each
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https://www.lighting-spot.com/t15-1800w-120v-photo-cell.html?gclid=Cj0KCQjw4qvlBRDiARIsAHme6ostkztSjOGajY7N-zzxCikAlkpiYQ7UQ11kcR8_eYbjNTBGtEmHXsMaAqMzEALw_wcB
https://www.homedepot.com/p/Nature-Power-400-Watt-Power-Kit-100-Watts-of-Solar-and-300-Watt-Inverter-53905/308704695?MERCH=REC-_-PIPHorizontal2_rr-_-303026135-_-308704695-_-N
https://www.homedepot.com/p/Grape-Solar-265-Watt-Polycrystalline-Solar-Panel-GS-P60-265/206365796?MERCH=REC-_-PIPHorizontal2_rr-_-206365811-_-206365796-_-N
https://www.wholesalesolar.com/9905082/concorde-sun-xtender/batteries/concorde-sun-xtender-pvx-340t-agm-battery?utm_term=&utm_campaign=Shopping+NEW&utm_source=adwords&utm_medium=ppc&hsa_net=adwords&hsa_tgt=pla-583912808863&hsa_ad=316360491244&hsa_acc=1652679930&hsa_grp=64519759178&hsa_mt=&hsa_cam=1637126126&hsa_kw=&hsa_ver=3&hsa_src=g&gclid=Cj0KCQjwtMvlBRDmARIsAEoQ8zRK09nPeIaAaZZkSEz0QEtcECV4-Ro5DZUYNBQ7bTSHPQQ6MlSrmGsaAoqUEALw_wcB
https://www.homedepot.com/p/Renogy-Deep-Cycle-AGM-Battery-12-Volt-100Ah-for-Solar-Panel-BATT-AGM12-100/303412933?cm_mmc=Shopping%7CG%7CVF%7CD27E%7C27-31_CONTROL%7CNA%7CPLA%7c71700000033101431%7c58700003865771066%7c92700031085865978&gclid=Cj0KCQjwtMvlBRDmARIsAEoQ8zTvBcvKNBVC0TtJMYrZL3jO9uLghtGjLcV-eCJ-Xm40kpaEjUylwDIaAqnrEALw_wcB&gclsrc=aw.ds
https://www.securitycameraking.com/TVIOB-ALE4IR28.html?productFeedId=0&utm_source=googleBaseFeed&utm_medium=shoppingEngine&utm_campaign=Google&source=productlistings381135947892&origin=pla&gclid=Cj0KCQjwtMvlBRDmARIsAEoQ8zQ8eItSSA9quFkQ3pDPIafEVz47Qlpo0Hm2W0FrBPqPtB69k4dxJVAaAnYREALw_wcB
https://www.optris.com/thermal-imager-pi160
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